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15,000 into the field at a time, and to-day I should
have thought the zone incapable of maintaining a
bigger force than 25,000 men at the outside What
made the matter even more surprising was that Spanish
Morocco had not by any means been milked dry—
plenty of men still remained to tall the fields—and the
system of voluntary enlistment had never been departed
from either in the letter or in the spirit.
The populations of Ifoi and Rio de Oro are too small
to make much difference, and though men from the
wandering Mauretanian tribes, whose veiled desert
\\ amors, known as Blue Moors, might have been forced
by famine into the Spanish territories and subsequently
enlisted, no great reinforcement could have been
obtained from those quarters.
I first hit upon the solution to the problem in a rather
curious manner One night, walking in the empty
suks of Tetuan, I lost my way and was compelled to
seek the aid of a passing soldier He replied in French,
being, as I soon discovered, a Berber from the French
Protectorate
This incident let the cat out of the bag, for no doubt
he was only one of many, though I do not think this
strange state of affairs has ever been realized in Eng-
land As a matter of fact, the truth soon became
common property in Morocco, and every one knew
that the Spanish authorities were using the northern
portion of the French Protectorate as a recruiting
ground. The Spaniards, to do them justice, made no
secret about it, and the High Commissioner himself told
me that most of the recruits who were entering the
army came from across the border They can in no
way be blamed. The attractions of money, uniform,
food and plenty of fighting no doubt appealed beyond

